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Introduction: Insert gradient coils can operate with higher amplitude and faster slew rates than whole body gradient coils because their spatially 
limited field patterns cause less risk of peripheral nerve stimulation (1).  Composite gradient systems which allow simultaneous use of insert 
gradients and linear whole body gradients within the same pulse sequence can reap the benefits of the higher speed of local insert gradients and the 
linearity of slower whole body gradients (2,3).  The whole body gradients can be used for slice selection, while the insert gradients alone or in 
combination with the whole body gradients can be used during readout to speed up imaging.  We present a simple method of directly imaging the 
gradient fields produced by a gradient insert coil in a composite gradient system, which is necessary to correct image distortion.   
Methods and Results:  Our method of insert gradient field mapping uses a modified 3D GRE imaging sequence.   In this sequence, the whole body 
gradients are used for slice selection, phase encoding, and readout.  The insert gradient supplies a small additional constant phase encoding lobe 
between excitation and readout.  The sequence is run first with no insert gradient lobe to establish a baseline phase image.  The sequence is then 
repeated with constant insert gradient phase encoding lobes.  The difference in phase between the resulting images and the baseline phase image 
directly maps the strength of the insert gradient field at each point in the imaging volume. The near-linearity of the whole body gradient fields results 
in nearly distortion-free maps of the insert gradient fields.   
We implemented our insert gradient mapping method on a Siemens Trio 3T scanner with a composite gradient system which allows simultaneous 
control of three whole body gradient channels and three insert gradient channels, with six separate gradient amplifiers.  The field patterns of two 
different insert gradients were mapped.   A circular insert gradient coil with x, y, and z gradient windings (4) is shown in Figure 1, with the 
accompanying measured insert gradient fields.  A planar breast imaging gradient coil (5) shown in Figure 2 implementing only a y gradient field was 
also mapped and shown in Figure 2.  Figure 2 also demonstrates how image distortion from gradient nonlinearity can be corrected with knowledge of 
the actual gradient field. 

Conclusion:  We have demonstrated a method of directly mapping the field of a local insert gradient coil in a composite gradient system.  Insert 
gradient field maps can be used to correct image distortion when insert gradients are used to increase imaging speed.  Our method was demonstrated 
for a circular insert gradient coil and for a planar insert gradient coil created for breast MRI. 
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Figure 1: Gradient field maps for a 3-axis cylindrical insert gradient coil.  Single planes from a 3D data set show x, y, and z gradient 
homogeneity within a water-filled phantom. 

Figure 2: Gradient field map for a planar breast insert gradient coil.  From left to right, 1) photo of the planar gradient coil, upside 
down to show y gradient field windings; 2) gradient homogeneity map within a phantom (units are percent deviation from nominal 
linearity);  3) distorted image obtained with the insert gradient used for readout;  4) correct image which can be derived from the distorted 
image with knowledge of the gradient field map. 
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